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As an insurance service, Macif is committed on a daily basis to its 5.7 million members and customers. It offers protection 
offers and services for individuals in damage insurance, health-prevention and finance-savings.

Managing more than 18 million contracts, the insurance company achieved a turnover of nearly 6 billion euros in 2021. 
Macif has nearly 11,000 employees who all work in France.

Macif, as an insurance and responsible investor, has been acting for many years on four main levers for commitment to 
nature:

- contribute to the ecological transition in its internal practices, its offers and its partnerships,
- raise awareness and give its members the means to reduce their ecological footprint,
- invest in the protection and regeneration of natural environments,
- and support the positive impact programs of partner associations and institutions.

With its «Climate & Biodiversity» approach, Macif renews and strengthens its individual commitments in act4nature inter-
national to help halt the decline of biodiversity and protect the climate.

Voluntary commitment Macif 

Invest with the new Blue Fund Ocean 
to support startups who innovate for 
the regeneration of the ocean.
 

Continue and  strengthen commitment 
biodiversity in strategic axes and Aéma 
Groupe/Macif shares.

Continue the training of delegates 
Macif elected officials on climate and 
the biodiversity. 

Develop project partnerships with 
 an impact on nature.
 

Have more real estate environmentally 
friendly and less energy consuming.

Limit the environmental impact 
of our tertiary operating sites by 
eco-friendly gestures in the office.
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• Impact investing: 
These are 25 million euros placed in this 
impact fund for the ocean created the 
Macif initiative (out of a total of 150 million 
euros collected) to fight against pollution, 
overfishing and for blue renewable 
energies. The investment choice of these 
25 million in innovative impact startups 
will be done during this period with the 
scientific expertise of IFREMER, reference 
institute for knowledge of the ocean. 

https://www.ifremer.fr/fr/innover-avec- 
l-ifremer/le-fonds-d-investissement-blue-
ocean 

https://www.swen-cp.fr/support/le-fonds-
blue-ocean-de-swen-capital-partners-
depasse-son-objectif-et-atteint-la-barre-
des-150-millions-deuros/63583f4faded9

• Governance, Commitment and Actions: 
Deploy operations in favor of biodiversity 
in departments and entities of the Macif 
Commitment.
- Two new traveling exhibitions «Biodi- 
 versity missions» to reduce its environ- 
 mental footprint and the «Polar Podibus» 
 workshop to understand the links  
 between the southern ocean, the climate  
 and marine biodiversity,
- two national webinars per year members  
 on the issues and transitions to action  
 for climate and biodiversity,  
- a Macif Diffuz platform with already  
 more than 900 challenges for the planet  
 met by more than 14,000 citizens,
- impact investments in the World Bank  
 Ocean Fund and in the Blue Ocean fund  
 for protection of marine environments. 

https://treasury.worldbank.org/en/about/
unit/treasury/ibrd 
https://www.polarpod.fr/fr 
https://www.diffuz.com/ 
https://www.swen-cp.fr/support/le-fonds-
blue-ocean-de-swen-capital-partners-
depasse-son-objectif-et-atteint-la-barre-
des-150-millions-deuros/63583f4faded9

• Training of elected officials:
Deploy thematic training climate/biodiversity 
with all Macif elected delegates
- for example creation and deployment  
 of the new Webinar/Debate Conference  
 «Ready to change the world» for inform  
 and train in SD, CSR, Climate, Biodiversity  
 and Macif commitments in its management  
 assets and its choice of NGO partnerships 
 for the protection of biodiversity.

• Develop patronage: 
Support financially and humanly associa-
tions and institutions for protection impact 
programs and/ or awareness of nature 
like Plastic Origins, Echappée Bleue and 
the Green Marine Europe label.
Develop new partnerships with the 
«Ocean Friendly Restaurant» charter 
which has passed the threshold of the 
100th restaurant committed, with the 
Polar Pod expedition which will set sail at 
the end of 2024 and for others upcoming 
National Museum programs of Natural 
History and the foundation UVED.
 

https://surfrider.eu/sinformer/actualites/ 
paul-meilhat-surfrider-europe-embarquent 
-lechappee-bleue-121305217418.html
https://surfrider.eu/nos-missions/
dechets-aquatiques/plastic-origins-70172.
html
https://greenmarineeurope.org/fr/
https://surfrider.eu/nos-missions/
dechets-aquatiques/ocean-friendly-
restaurants-70182.html
https://www.polarpod.fr/fr

• Sustainable real estate: 
Reach 50% of buildings certified in opera-
tion by 2023
- Objective revised upwards (versus 40%)  
 for the entire real estate portfolio in  
 operation with certification BREEAM  
 for ecological management buildings  
 and their green spaces and HQE-B  
 Operation certification.
Tertiary buildings which are thus certified 
on several themes/targets : energy, 
comfort/health, transport, nuisances/ 
pollution, materials, waste and biodiversity. 
 
• Energy Sobriety:
Reduce energy consumption by 30% Macif 
by 2025 (vs 2016).
- Raising awareness of eco-friendly actions  
 in the office, photovoltaic installations,  
 monitoring energy consumption on Deepki  
 platform, KWh Balance offer Edf...
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